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Abstraction methods in contrast attempt to reduce the size of the state space by employing knowledge about the system and the specification in order to model only relevant features in the Kripke structure. An abstraction function associates a Kripke structure Ã with an abstract Kripke structure Ã such that two properties hold: Preservation. Ã preserves all behaviors of Ã.
Preservation ensures that every universal specification which is true in Ã is also true in Ã. The converse implication, however, will not hold in general: a universal property which is false in Ã may still be true in Ã. In this case, the counterexample obtained over Ã cannot be reconstructed for the concrete Kripke structure Ã, and is called a spurious counterexample [10] , or a false negative.
An important example of abstraction is existential abstraction [11] where the abstract states are essentially taken to be equivalence classes of concrete states; a transition between two abstract states holds if there was a transition between any two concrete member states in the corresponding equivalence classes.
In certain cases, the user knowledge about the system will be sufficient to allow manual determination of a good abstraction function. In general, however, finding abstraction functions gives rise to the following dichotomy:
If Ã is too small, then spurious counterexamples are likely to occur.
If Ã is too large, then verification remains infeasible.
Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR)
is a natural approach to resolve this situation by using an adaptive algorithm which gradually improves an abstraction function by analysing spurious counterexamples.
(i) Initialization. Generate an initial abstraction function.
(ii) Model Checking. Verify the abstract model. If verification is successful, the specification is correct, and the algorithm terminates successfully. Otherwise, generate a counterexample Ì on the abstract model. Ì can be generated, the algorithm outputs this counterexample and terminates.
(iv) Refinement. Refine the abstraction function in such a way that the spurious counterexample Ì is avoided, and return to step (ii).
Using counterexamples to refine abstract models has been investigated by several researchers beginning with the localization reduction of Kurshan [19] where the model is abstracted/refined by removing/adding variables from the system description. A similar approach has been described by Balarin and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli in [1] .
A systematic account of counterexample guided abstraction refinement for CTL model checking was given in [10, 8] . Here, the initial abstraction is obtained using predicate abstraction [17] in combination with a simple static analysis of the system description; all other steps use BDD-based techniques. The use of tree-like counterexamples guarantees that the method is complete for ACTL.
During the last few years, the CEGAR paradigm has been adapted to different projects and verification frameworks, both for hardware and software verification [20, 16, 14, 13, 3, 4, 2, 9, 7, 18, 5] . The major improvements to the method include, most notably, the integration of SAT solvers for both verification and refinement, and the use of multiple spurious counterexamples.
It is well-known that most abstraction methodologies can be paraphrased in the framework of abstract interpretation by Cousot and Cousot [12] . Giacobazzi and Quintarelli [15] have shown that, not surprisingly, this holds true for counterexample-guided abstraction refinement as well. The practical and computational significance of such embeddings for verifying real-life systems however remains controversial.
